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SEVEN VIEWS OF MONT BLANC ' 

Bv G .. A. DUMMETT 
. 

Read before the Alpine Club, April Io, 1945 

HE train ground into ~t. Gervais and a jaded family party 
bundled over the platform into the Chamonix tramway. 
It was ·pouring with rain. Mter the night journey tempers 

were at their worst and expectations at their lowest. The little 
train jolted off, groaning and 'screeching round the curves as it 
wound -up the valley. The rain dripped mournfully from the· 
fir trees ; the river rumbled ominously below ; the mist swirled 
and dipped over the mountain side. The train rattled on in
terminably, past Chedde., past Servoz, and round the bend to 
Les Houches. 

Suddenly the mist drew back and for a moment a snowy dome, 
-glistening and sparkling against a brilliant sky, shone through a 
window in the clouds and then was wiped out once more. Our 
·depression vanished and happy anticipation took its place. For 
one of us, indeed, thet:e was magic in that brief vis-ion whose 
enchantment, little though he realised it then in the turbulence 
of fresh impression, was not afterwards to be denied. 

Inevitably, I suppose, the procrastinating wretch faced with 
somehow gathering his thoughts into a paper lets his ·mind stray . 
back to his first glimpse of the Alps. With the encouraging 
knowledge that the Secretary and Editor, having served you first 
their good sound new expedition wines, then their finest literary 
vintages, are now finally reduced ~o Anglo-Saxon Near-Dole-type 
beverages ; and realising only too well that he has no expedition 
to his name worth describing nor the words to describe it in, he 
can but ' beat his pate and hope that wit will come,' and, like the 
man in the epigram, 

' knock as he please, there's nobody at home.' 
. 

So then my fancy strayed back. to that first sight of the Alps 
and Mont Bla~c. With the possible exception of the Matterhorn, 
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122 SEVEN VIEWS OF MONT BLANC 

no mountain has laid faster hold on the imagination of men of 
letters and mountaineers alike ; certainly about no mountain 
has more been written or of higher quality. It occurred to me 
that · there would be material for a paper here. It was even 
suggested that I might make a little discreet fun of the early 
pioneers. Nothing, indeed, would have been easier than to ge:t 
out the scissors and paste and produce a kind of stuffed owl 
anthology of the literary bet£ses of the early mountaineering 
fathers, but I feared the result would be as boring as it would 
be impious. Besides, there is an endearing quality in such 
artistic badness which gives it a special merit on its own plane. 
Dorset said the last word : 

. ' throw not away your jests 
On solid nonsense that abides all tests.' ' 

So, rejecting this, I decided on a different approach. I have 
often speculated on the attitude of the earlier mountain lovers to 
the hills, and whether it differed greatly from what we shoulo 
expect from men of similar outlook today. It occurre~ to me 
that a cursory comparison of the reactions of several men of widely 
different temperament to the same mountain might serve to 
entertain an idle moment and might at the same time provide a 
peg or two on which to hang a few prejudices. I propose there
fore to cast my net wide and at random into the wide sea of Mont 
Blanc's literature and see what it brings up an old boot here 
and there perhaps, as well as more worthy fish. 

Somewhere near the same spot where I first saw the mountain, 
I suppose, used to lie the Lac de Chedde, long since swept away 
by a landslide. It was here in 1827 that John Auldjo caught his 
first glimpse of Mont Blanc which so fired his imagination as to 
determine him to climb it at once. 

' Several handsome trees with thick foliage, standing on its 
sides, cast a cool shade over it and are reflected most exquisitely 
on the bosom of its water which is of a dark green or coppery 
colour and perfectly transparent. In the background, part of 
the Glacier de Bionnassay and the Aiguille du Gouter dazzle the 
eye, Mont Blanc raising its majestic head in proud dominion 
.over them : its form reflected in the lake with all the purity of its 
whiteness.' 

This charming picture comes from the book which describes 
his ascent. It is an interesting little volume in several ways, 
not least for its descriptions of the climbing methods of his party. 
The frontispiece consists of six vignettes labelled ' Perilous Posi
tions,' and indeed some of them are sufficiently alarming. In 
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one, half a dozen qr so intrepid persons are shown bxe~~fastjng 
in the miiddle of a none ~oo solid snow bridge sagging · horribly 
acros~ ~ huge crevasse. It is, ;lS Auldjo ~~ys, ' a b.eau.tiful apd 
curious but at the same time appalling sight to see his tpoughtless · 
but brave guides sitting at thei~ meal singing and laughing.' .. He . 
was filled with admiration at the guides' skill in the ' gliss~Q.in.g or . 
sUding plan whjch they adopt in descending th~ t~:lmost . per
pendicqlar. snow hills. . . . Their dexterity is ext~aordinary/ . 
~e adds, .' con~idering the am~zing velocity of th~ des~ent/ . antl 
the practice . ' ·excites m~rriment from the tumbles anq roUi~gs 
over which occ:ur.' After this it is rather surprising to turn. to 
another little pictu.re in ~hich several foolhardy individ.uals 4re : 
shown nonchalantly executing a. sitting glissade dow~ an e~- · 
tremely steep snow slope st'raight into a bergschrund.. . . 

But the chief·interest in his account is that it represents almost 
as a type specimen a kind of book which in the very nature_ .of· 
things we shall never meet again. At that time he was a young 
man, exceptional in no way but in his new kindled enthusiasm 
for the hills, so that this book is a quite unselfconscious account 
of the impressions of an uninformed tourist to his first and maybe 
his only Alpine expedition. 

One is struck with how true he runs to type. All the expected 
hardships and privations are there,. all the horrors and romance. 
As he looked into a crevasse, he says, ' the blood curdled in his 
veins ' ; as the party set out,' shaking each other by the hand, 
they swore to keep faithful, and not desert each other in aQy 
danger or difficulty .. ' He suffered all the anticipated. pangs of 
hunger, fatigue, sunburn, mountain sickness and so on. Yet 
when on the Derniers Rochers ·h_e sank down exhausted a glance 
through his spyglass revealed ' some fema~le forms ' on the 
Brevent ' which renewed his courage and excited him to still 
greater efforts,' an episode which reached its final romanti~ 
apotheosis later when he emerged ' greatly comforted ' from his. 
mineral warm bath at Chamonix to find that the ladies he had 
seen ~ere no other than ' fair country women of his own,. whOJ 
by thus venturing up a lofty mountain the asc~nt of which is, in 
some places, very dangerous, had evinced great anxiety for the; 
results of his expedition.' . 

The inevitable pseudo-scientific observations were made on: 
the summit. One experiment,. though, wa.s novel, not to sa})! 
disconcerting. A bottle of champagne had been provided ' tQ, 
see how this wine would be affected by th.e rarity of the. air ' .as~ 
well as rather patronisingly ' to drink to the prosperity of the: 
inhabitants of the world below. • . • The cork flew out to a gtr~1t 
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distan~ce·, but the noise could scarcely be heard. The wine rolled 
out in the most luxuriant foam, frothing to the last dr~p, and was 
drunk with great z.est ; but repentance and pain followed ;· for 
the rapid escape of the fixed air it still contained produced a 
choking and stifling sensation, very unpleasant and painful while 
it lasted.' · 

Well, no doubt all this is sincere up· to a point. But I cannot 
· ,help. feeling that there is something synthetic about it.. The 

xeactions are too conventional, they come too pat to the minute, 
·.they are too pompous, to be wholly real. I get the impression 
·that here is a man expressing what he thinks . he ought to feel 
rather than what he did feel in fact. It is a very general fault ; 

.. we sh0uld not be too hard on it. Only the greatest writers have 
the ability, or can afford, to be really genuine all the time. It 
is no~ necessary to doubt the underlying sincerity of Auldjo's 
mountaine~ring instincts, if one has a sneaking impression that 
he would have been bitterly disappointed not to. feel the sensations 
he· expected and that he experienced them accordingly. 

There was nothing of the insincere about Saussure's attitude 
re· the hills. We cannot know what his first impressions of Mont 
Blanc were, for from childhood he had looked across the lake at 
lGeneva to that snowy procession of peaks which I think it not 
fanciful to believe formed as it were the backcloth against which 
his- whole life was played. · . 
. ' Since ch.ildhood,' he says, ~. I have felt an absolute passion 

fQr the mountains. I remember yet the feeling which thrilled 
me when my hands first touched the Rocher de Saleve and my 
eyes rejoiced in the view from it.'· 
. Reading the Voyages dans les Alpes, and particularly the mag

Rificent apologia which stands as preface, one gains a fresh 
impression of the stature of the man. It is indeed a great scientific 
work·, far in advance of its time, informed with curiosity and 
enthusiasm, acute observation and logical reasoning, but it is also 
much more than that. Everywhere one feels that ' absolute 
passion , for the hills as an undercurrent, as a fundamental tenet 
of his philosophy. It is a confession of faith, of faith in nature 
in all her aspects, aesthetic and scientific alike. 

' The opportunities for scientific observations which the 
mountains offer will be in vain, however,' he writes, ' if those who 
study them are not able to regard these great objects as a whole 
and from the broadest aspect. The sole , aim of most travellers 
who· call themselves naturalists, is to amass curiosities. They 
walk~ or rather crawl, with eyes fixed on the ground, gathering 
little bits here and there with . no regard for wid~r observation. 
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They arc like the antiquary who woulq grub· for fragments · qf 
coloured glass in the soil of the PaJltheon or Cqlosseum without 
casting a glance at the architecture of those superb buildings. 
It is only by climbing the peaks· themselves that the wide view 
is to be attained ; the broad valley ways do not suffice.' 

To Saussure, there was no distinction to be made .between the 
aesthetic and th~ scientific. They were to him, as inde~d they 
are, but two aspects of the same thing, the one com.plem·entary 
not inferior to the other, and both equally glorious adventures 
o£ the human spirit. To separate science and beauty into wat~r
tight compartments as we are so liable to do today was an at~itude 
utterly alien to him. This outlook is reflected in the whole form 
and style of the book. He was no more prepared to belittle his 
scientific work by overwriting his aesthetic experience than. he· 
was to degrade them both by trying to make one justify the other 
.or to exclude loveliness by wri~ing in a lifeless jargon. . . . ;, 

Lord Conway once said of Saussure : , · · .. , 
. ' Not that he ever regarded the Alps, as we do, as a region .of 

beauty and sport. He approached them as a group of scientific 
problems which he desired to solve by direct observation ... .. 
Where we sit down happily on .some .peak, ascended after hours 
of strenuous labour, to enjoy the glory of a gorgeous panorama, 
he would have been setting up his instruments, boiling his thermo
meters and counting his verniers.' 

This is a view which I feel to be fundamentally false. It seems 
to me that not only was Saussure the first modern mount~ineer 
but that his attitude to mountaineering was in sympathy with 
our ou~look to an extraordinary degree. It is of course true that 
his life's work took him to the mountains and that he had to take 
his tools with him. But that ' he never regarded the Alps as a 
region of beauty and sport,'' passage after passage springs to 
mind to refute. Let me refer you to the splendid ones which 
Irving quotes in The Mounta£n Way and then turn to Saussure 
in his hut on the side of the Aiguille du Gouter during the 
unsuccessful attack on Mont Blanc in 1785. He describes how 
he had failed in some experiments due to defects in his instru
ments, and goes on : ' But the beauty of the evening and. the 
magnificence of the sunset view consoled me for this failure .. 
The evening mists, which tempered with a light veil the rays. 
of the sun and half hid the immense stretch of country at our 
feet, formed a girdle of exquisite purple which stretched round· 
the whole western horizon. As the mist fell and condensed, this. 
girdle became narrower and deepened in colour, until at last it: 
appeared to be as scarlet as blood, and at the same. time ~ome 

' 
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little clouds 'which had risen above this rim of mist sparkled with 
a light so vivid that they seemed to be stars or meteors of fire. . 

' I · w~nt back again to this view when the veil of night had 
completely fallen. The sky had then become perfectly clear and 
cloudless. · The profound calm and deep silence, increased by 
the imagination, filled me with a sort of terror. It almost seemed 
as if I had survived alone in this universe and that I saw its corpse 
·stretched beneath my feet. However sombre such ideas may be, 
·they have. a sort of fascination difficult to resist. I turned my 
·,eyes more often towards this dark solitude than towards Mont 
Blanc, wh·ose snows were so bright and phosphorescent that they 
:gave an impression of actual movement and life.' 

• • 

· · Some seventy years later, in 18 57 to be precise, another scientist 
w~ for the first time watching the sunset glow on Mont Blanc·. 
·Let u·s take a glance at it through Tyndall's eyes. 

'White cumuli had floated round Mont Blanc during the day, 
but these diminished mote and more, and the light of the setting 
·sun \:yas of that lingering rosy hue which bodes good weather. 
Tw·o. pa~allel beams of a purple tinge were drawn by the shadows 
of the adjacent peaks, straight across the Glacier des Bossons, 

:·and the Glacier des Pelerins was also steeped for a time in the 
same purp_le light. Once when the surrounding red illumination 
was strorig, the shadows of the Grands Mulets falling upon the 
adjacent snow appeared of a vivid green. 

' '!his green belonged to the class of subjective colours or colours 
·,produced· by contrast ' and so on and on with a page or so 
of scientific disquisition. 

I must ~ay that this sets my aesthetic teeth on edge. It seems 
·to ·me that evo'cative description and scientific explanation simply 
cannot be mixed like this. Of course there is room for descriptive 
passages 'in a scientific work ; Saussure's is full of them. But 
he is careful not to confuse the two aspects, scientific and aesthetic, 
in the same paragraph. V./ine and milk are both excellent in 
t-heit several ways, but to mix them is to ruin both. 

· It r:nay be far fetched, but it seems to me that this passage 
betrays an· ·exasperating kind of puritan shamefacedness for 
aesthetic sensibility typical of Tyndall's time. He feels it neces
sary to drag in some technical explanation for the simple and self
sufficient fact that he was enjoying natural beauty. It is akin 
·to the outlook of these early mountaineers who thought it necessary 
tqjustify· an ascent by burdening their guides with thermometers, 
hypsometers, electrometers, theodolites, even sometimes a 
·catnera obscura, with which they wasted their time on the summit 
making inaccurate and scientifically insignificant observations· . 
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It is humbug of a peculiarly odious kind, and a degradation of 
natural philosophy and a love o.f the mountains alike. No man 
should feel it necessary to apologise for feeling his heart. quickened 
by beauty ; to force science to justify it is plainly indecent. 

It is all the more deplorable in Tyndall's case because his 
literary talent was considerable. The Glaciers of the Alps con
tains scientific descriptions of. real imaginative power ; Hours of 
Exercise has passages of terse exciting narrative hardly surpassed 
in Alpine literature. . He could, when he chose, write with rare 
sensitiveness. What a pity it is that he did not forget himself 
more often and write like this : · · · 

' There was a nobility in this glacier scene which I think I 
have never seen surpassed a strength of nature, and yet a tender
ness which at once raised and purified the soul. The gush of the 
direct sunlight could add nothing to this heavenly beauty ; 
indeed I thought its yellow beams a profanation as they crept 
down from the humps of the Dromedary, and invaded more 
and more of the solemn purity of the realm below.' · 

In the sometimes over-solemn symphony of the early annals of 
Mont Blanc, George Sand's racy account of her visit to Chamonix 
with Liszt forn1s the scherzo. The ' famille Piffoels, fianeurs, 
venant du Doute, allant a la V erite,' as they inscribed themselves 
in the hotel book, must indeed have seemed a fantastic crew to the 
more conventional guests. Liszt's mistress, the elegant Comtesse 
d'Agoult, George Sand's little daughter in shirt and shorts, her 
son Puzzi, ' his head covered with such long hair and his waist 
pinched in so feminine a blouse ' that everyone took him for a 
young lady, George Sand herself in so curious and mud-bespattered 
a cross between male and female dress that the astonished chamber
maid thought s·he was a jockey, lVIajor Pictet with 'the face of 
Mephistopheles and the cloak of a customs officer,' perpetually 
muttering Schelling's teasing dictum ' The Absolute is identical 
with itself,' and Liszt in scanty shirt, long disordered hair, 
battered hat, cravat rolled into a string, limping now and then 
and pleasantly humming the Dies Irae, all falling round each 
other's necks in an inextricable mass of embraces was enough 
to send the chambermaid scampering to the kitchen with news 
of a ' horde of indescribables, hairy as savages, in which men 
were indistinguishable from women and servants from their 
masters,' to set ' the young dowagers of fifty or sixty barricading 
their doors as though they feared an invasion of cossacks,' or to 
set the innkeeper counting his silver several times a day. 

Later at dinner, the frosty English milords, 'encased (how did 
she know ?) in their three pairs of breeches one on top of the 

• 
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other ' and tipped off by the chef that they were a party of barn
stormers, were condescending enough (she tells us) to ask ' une 
petite representation de notre savoir-faire, moyennant une 
collection raisonnable.' -

The _ roll of drums interrupted the meal. It announced the 
first frost to the inhabitants of the valley and warned them to 
light fires around the potato fields. By creating a layer of smoke 
halfway up the mountain side, they thought to cut off the icy air 
from above and preserve the bottom of the valley from its attack. 

' I do not know if they do well,' she reflected at her window 
later in the evening. ' All I know is that this line of fires in the 
night, fixed like signal flares the whole length of the valley, made 
a glorious scene. They pierced the mantle of silver in which 
the valley lay plunged and hidden with splashes of red and pillars 
of smoke. Above the fires, above the mist and smoke, one of 

• 

the granite belts. of the Mont Blanc range appeared black as ink 
and crowned with snow. . . . The wind had bared some of the 
summits and over these .the stars swam in a firmament pure and 
cold. . . . The bloody eye of the Bull, ferocious Aldebaran, 
rose above a dark aiguille like an infernal spark just spewed out 
from the crater of a volcano. Further off, Fomalhaut, bluish, 
melancholy and pure, sank on to a white summit like a tear of 
pity and compassion shed by heaven on this poor valley falling 
into the clutches of the treacherous spirit of the glaciers. · 

' Having thought up these two metaphors and thoroughly 
pleased with myself, I shut the window. But groping for my bed, 
whose place I had lost in the dark, I bashed my head against the 
wall, which cured me of making any more metaphors on this trip.' 

Now let us step back and take a more distant view. Let us 
imagine that strolling down Piccadilly one evening in the fifties 
after our pint of port we have dropped in at the old Egyptian 
Hall for ·one of those lantern lectures which in those days were the 
counterpart of the cinema. We are in luck: Mr. Albert Smith 
is lecturing on his recent ascent of Mont Blanc, with all the 
panoply of highly coloured panoramas and elaborately contrived 
tableaux, and we are soon applauding a highly imaginative scene 
of the Grands Mulets by night with a moon, as large as life and 
twice as natural, cunningly illuminated by candles from behind. 
_ The story of the ascent loses nothing in the telling. We hear 

how Smith and his three companions with their sixteen guides 
and some score of porters set out with ' a rabble rout of friends, 
and relations, and sweethearts and boys,' Smith himself strikingly 
arrayed in high gaiters (lent him by his host) tied up with a fine pair 
of scarlet garters, Scottish plaid trousers, a Templar worsted ~elm et, 
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green veil and blue spectacles. Small wonder that people pointed 
at them and came from the hotels to see what they were like. 

All went well and the ascent was unmarred, Smith tells us, by 
any little mischance, such as that which overtook one of the guides 
on Dr. Hamel's ill starred expedition who took a draught of 
sulphuric acid in place of syr~p of vinegar. (Fortunately a fire 
was near at hand, the unfortunate man was stuffed with wood 
ashes to neutralise the acid and catastrophe averted.) There 
were of course material dangers. There was, for instance, the 
' all but perpendicular iceberg from which should the foot slip, 
or the baton give way . . . you would glide like lightning from 
one frozen crag to another and finally be dashed to pieces hundreds 
and hundreds of feet below in the horrible depths of the glaciers' ; 
certainly enough to make the ' blood run colder still as he watched 
the guides creeping like flies upon its smooth glistening surface,' 
if a trifle difficult to recognise as the Mur de la Cote in spite of 
the accompanying lurid panorama. 

But there were other, less tangible, perils. From the Grand 
Plateau on, Smith was assailed by hallucinations. At one moment 
he was troubled by ' some terribly elaborate affair that he could 
not settle about two bedsteads, the whole blame of which trans
action, whatever it was, lay on his shoulders,' at another ' by a 
literary friend who told him that he was sorry they could not 
pass over his ground on their way to the summit but that the King 
of Prussia had forbidden it.' He heard voices calling after him, 
he staggered and reeled about the glacier, he was so overcome 
with raging thirst and drowsiness that when he at last scrambled 
to the summit almost on hands and knees, he ' fell down upon 
the snow and was asleep in an instant.' He was indeed ' as 
though completely intoxicated.' 

We then recollect that the monstrous list of provisions for the 
expedition which ended, as if in an afterthought, with 

I I large fow Is 
35 small do. 

had started with • 

6o bottles of Vin Ordinaire 
6 do. Bordeaux 

IO do. St. Georges 
15 do. St. Jean 
3 do. Cognac 
2 do. Champagne 

and, reflecting that all but one bottle had been finished up by 
the time they left the summit, .we opine that other influences 

• 
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inor.e potent perhaps than rarefaction of the atmosphere inay have 
been at work. 
· Then comes the tale of the descent where ' everybody chose 
his ·own route, and glissaded or skated, or rol~ed down, according 
to his fancy, all very cheerful and merry.' A picture rolls on in 
illustration. There seems, it must be confess;ed, little enough 
cause for cheerfulness or m·erriment. The party is seen tumbling 
down a truly ferocious snow slope with palpable lack of control ; 
several falling backwards, one diving downwards head foremost, 
.another clawing the slope as he slips face inwards apparently 
to perdition. Down they went, however, without mishap, past 
the Grands Mulets, through the s·eracs to Pierre a l'Echelle
where ' in the absence of everything else, they were contented 
with a little water for refreshment ' ·on to the Pavilion des 
Pelerins, there to split another dozen or two bottles, and so finally 
in cortege to Chamonix, receiving bouquets ·on the way, with 
a harpist and fiddler as well as boys and girls, porters, volunteers 
and visitors in tow,. t'o be met with a tremendous burst of Alpine 
artillery from the courtyard of the hotel where champagne in 
plenty was waiting for them. And so, ·after the celebrations, 
to dinner and bed, but for Smith not alas! to sleep. He was 
tumbling down pre~ipices all night and suffered from such raging 
thirst that he drank off the entire contents of a large water jug 

·.before morning. 
. We. are inclined to smile at Smith's account. It was indeed 
almost the last of those mammoth tourist expeditions which 
Mark Twain lampooned so admirably in A Tramp Abroad, and 
which mammoth-like were doomed to extinction by the develop
.ment of mountaineering as a sport. But it is well to remember 
that even though Smith's love of the mountains was rather venal 
it was nevertheless very real, and that his lifelong affection for 
Mont Blanc _,in particular amounted almost to a passion.. He 
may have been ' a sort of literary showman and public entertainer 
with a touch of the dandy thrown in,' as Harold Spender calls 
him, but he had the power of transmitting his enthusiasm to 
others. Many people became interested in mountaineering for 
the first time as a result of hearing his lectures. We should be 
churlish not to recognise that he was the first to try to popularise 
:mountaineering in this country and that his influence on the 
development of our sport was accordingly great. 

Now what does all this amount to? We have glanced at Mont 
Blanc through the eyes of several very different people. Can 
we draw any conclusions from them ? Two · have struck me 
particular I y. 

• 
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In the first place, it is remarkable how little fundamentally 
the attitude of these early mountain visitors differs from our 
outlook today. We tend too much to look on the pioneers as a 
race apart belonging to a different age whose approach to the hills 
was quite foreign to ours. Each of the various writers, eminent 
and not so eminent, whom I have presumed to put on the critical 
dissecting table this evening, recorded of course a different 
personal viewpoint. But the naive tourist, the natural philo
sopher, the puritanically inhibited scientist, the studiously un
conventional woman novelist, the mountaineering journalist, are 
very much with us still. The disparity in their response is in 
no essential different from what we should expect from people 
of parallel diverse types today. Fashions of vocabulary and 
expression have changed, but the underlying sentiments are the 
same. Saussure, for instance, when he writes on mountaineering, 
immediately evokes our sympathy and impresses us by the 
similarity between his viewpoint and our own. 

At first sight this may seem a little surprising. The Zeitgeist 
of the late eighteent)J. and early nineteenth centuries was very 
different from that of the mid-twentieth· in many ways. But 
each of these men exhibits in his own way just those attitudes 
of romantic reaction against an urban civilisation or of scientific 
detachment in analysis of the processes of nature as opposed 
to those of the laboratory which are the very hallmarks of 
our own approach to the hills. Then they were pioneers whose 
vision and enthusiasm were more perceptive than those of their 
fellows. They were ahead of their time and so we can readily 
make fellowsh~p with them now . . We ourselves can, gladly 
perhaps, claim no such distinction in an age when love of moun
tain scenery is so widely accepted as to be taken for granted or 
even commercialised. 

The other point which struck me is that the quality of the 
response of each man to his magnificent subject is a measure of 
the, quality of the man himself. We may often be tempted to 
believe that since we know from experience the ennobling in
fluence of the hills on ourselves, we must therefore expect to find 
it in the writings of other men about them. In a limited and 
obvious sense this is true, but probing a little deeper we shall 
reflect that a discrimina~ing eye for mountain scenery and still 
more a sensitive perceptiofl: of the spirit of the hills are rare. A 
great scene, a great climb too, exacts an emotional reaction the 
depth of which depends entirely on the· power of the individual 
to respond to it. 

There is a kind of spiritual law of conservation: we receive only 

• 
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in proportion as we give. Effort becomes transmuted into joy 
or, as Arnold Lunn puts it, ' happiness must be paid for by p~in 
and the degree of happiness is in proportion to the price paid.' . 

This is obviously a truism in art. The superficial seeker after 
prettiness will find little to enjoy in a Giotto fresco ; a full under
standing of a late Beethoven quartet demands a profundity of 
experience almost as deep as Beethoven's own. I believe it to · 
.be as true of our response to nature as to art. If I may paraphrase 
a Book Token advertisement, 

' You leave the hills a better man than you brought to 
them. Sharpen your perception; mountains ask not com
pliance but a man-to-man · event from you. You should 
give as good as you get. You will get as good as you give.' 

• 

If this be true of our own reactions to mountains, how .much 
more so is it the case with mountain literature, for here there is 
an added difficulty. Anyone who has tried to put into words· 
some . emotion deeply felt, some glimpse of truth intensely per
ceived, must have realised that there are as it were concentric 
shells of sincerity. A cloudiness .seems to lie between perception 
of profundity and its crystallisation in the written word which 
makes realisation in literature of deep feelings a matter of intense 
effort. Something more than mere technical competence is 
involved. Indeed verbal facility may make realisation of ultimate 
integrity only more difficult. The exposure of that inner kernel 
of truth demands imagination of exceptional power. 

' . . . many a man in his own breast then delves 
But deep enough, alas, none ever mines. 
And we have been on many thousand lines, 
And we have shown, on each, spirit and power, 
But hardly have we, for one little hour, 
Been on our own line,. have we been ourselves.' 

The touchstone of sincerity lies in style, using the word in its 
widest sense. That misleading motto, Manners Makyth Man, 
is nowhere less true than in literature, for there indeed the man 
is reflected in the manner. Just as in architecture the steadfast 
aspiration of Gothic reveals a spiritual attitude infinitely removed 
from the gay insouciance of Baroque even though both be ex
pressed in the form of a cathedral, s.o his literary style more truly 
reflects a man's outlook than his choice of subject or even than 
his intellectual reactions. 

We have already examined the styles of five people writing 
essentially on· the same subject. We can, I think, detect in them 

• 

• 
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·certain essential characteristics of each Auldjo's ready acceptance 
of conventional standards, Saussure's spiritual integrity, Tyndall's 
acute but inhibited perception, George Sand's hearty good 
humour and rather overpenetrating sensibility, Smith's enthusi
astic bombast traits which are revealed not by the choice of 
subject but by the manner in which it is approached. We may 
reflect too that our delight, as opposed to superficial enjoyment, 
in each is proportional to the integrity and imaginative power 
which the scene has evoked and indeed to the concentration of 
effort which is demanded from us in turn. 

Let us cast our net a little wider. Celtic Twilight has never 
been much to my taste, but savour this description of sunset in 
the Hebrides : 

' The gloaming stands reversed like an incantation. The 
world is quiet, too quiet, as if the soundless affairs of gnomes and 

· the Nameless Ones were at their noon ... as if some forgotten 
sense has been restored by_ a recollection of an early green world 
and golden moons that we, gangrels of the infinite, stil_l search for 
in .the corridors of time.' . 

Here indeed is the outermost shell of sincerity. We should 
all recognise this as vulgar and venal even if we did not know it 
to come from an advertisement for a cruise. And thence we 
can progress towards an ultimate core of truth, through the 
hopelessly pedestrian :. 

' The mists begin to rise from up the valley. 
I'll warn him to descend or he may chance 
To lose at once his way and life together,' 

through Byron's insipid jingle : 

' Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountain 
They crown'd him long ago 

On a throne of rocks, in a robe of clouds 
With a diadem of snow,' 

through Coleridge's atrociously banal apostrophe : 1 

' On thy bald awful head 0 Sovran BLANC ; 

to reach profundity in Shelley's : 

• 

'. . . Far, far above, piercing the infinite sky 
Mont Blanc appears still, snowy and serene
Its subject mountains their unearthly forms 
Pile around it, ice and rock ; broad vales between 

1 I am indebted to Arnold Lunn for pointing out that Coleridge had never 
seen the Alps, which probably explains the curious overtones of stiffness and 
stiltedness detectable in this, for the most part, fine poem. · 
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Of frozen floods, unfathomable deeps, 
Blue as the overhanging heaven, that spread 
And wind among the accumulated steeps . . . 
. . . and when I gaze on thee 
I seem as in a trance sublime and strange 
To muse upon my own separate phantasy, 
My own, my human mind, which passively 
Now renders and receives fast influencings . 
Holding an unremitting interchange 
With the clear universe of things around ; 
One legion of wild thoughts whose wandering wings 
Now float above thy darkness . . . ' . · 

That is my last view of the mountain and with it this literary 
peregrination comes full circle. We started with a young man 
awed by his first astonishing glimpse of the Alps. Shelley's. 
words seem to me to crystallise in their imagination and spirituat 
power those feelings, tumultuous and then but dimly realised,. 
evoked by a first impact of mountain beauty. Looking back 
over twenty years it is easy to ascribe to oneself then thoughts 
and feelings which are really on1y the accretions of later ex
periences. I am conscious that I may be doing so now. But 
at that moment certainly I recognised for the first time that 

' Presence that distracts us with the joy 
Of elevated thoughts ; a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply interfused 
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns 
And the round ocean and the living air 
And the blue sky and in the mind of man.' 

A MOUNTAINEERING FAMILY AND OTHER 
MEMORIES 

BY GEOFFREY E. HOW ARD 

We acknowledge with gratitude the courtesy of the Editor, British Ski Year 
Book, in permitting us to reprint a portion of this article. EDITOR. 

Y infant mind first became aware of mountains through the 
not uncommon medium of a picture book. But this particular 
book made a special impression on me and was full of unusual 

excitement, because the pictures were by my aunt, Mrs. William Fowler 
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